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President’s Message

“Individual commitment to a group
effort—that is what makes a team
work, a company work, a society work,
a civilization work.” —Vince Lombardi

I ended last year’s President’s
Message by stating that 2015
needed to be focused on
implementing the many initiatives identified in previous years required to improve port
productivity. Looking back at 2015, and although we experienced some disappointing
setbacks, and although the pace of improvement was slower than desired, I’m pleased with
the overall scale of improvement that we have collectively achieved.
Over the past 20 months the Port has added 947 longshore workers to the workforce. This
is comprised of 682 longshoremen, 110 checkers and 155 mechanics. Over 400 of these
new workers are military veterans. In 2015 New York Shipping Association (NYSA) was
recognized as one of the top veteran employing organizations in the State of New Jersey
by both the Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve (ESGR) with their Seven Seals
Award as well as the American Legion, Department of New Jersey. These are awards which
we are very proud to have received.
Under the watchful eye of Susan Winfree, Vice President of Workforce Development and
Corporate Diversity Officer, our training efforts have been non-stop. The industry has spent
nearly $19 million over the past year inclusive of fuel and machinery costs to bring these
dedicated new workers and existing workers up to speed to handle the ever increasingly
complex machinery and systems used in the container handling industry.
Days where we experience longshore labor shortages have been greatly reduced. Through
our ongoing collaboration with the International Longshoremen’s Association (ILA), we
experienced our second consecutive summer where delays due to labor shortages were
alleviated. This was accomplished by adding flexibility to the daily hiring process
prioritizing heavy equipment manning.
We still experience spot shortages of checkers. There are approximately 30 candidates still
under review at the Waterfront Commission. As of this writing these candidates have been
under review for an average of 250 days with the longest waiting 694 days. The industry is
only seeking an answer whether these people are qualified to work as checkers, or not, so
we can move on and replace them with other candidates.

As mentioned previously 2015 did have some disappointing setbacks. One of these was
the New Jersey Governor’s veto of a significant piece of legislation. S-2277 would have
moved the responsibilities of the Waterfront Commission of New York Harbor (WCNYH) to
the NJ State Police for business in New Jersey. Over 85% of the NYSA man hours in the Port
of New York and New Jersey take place in New Jersey so this would be a logical step in the
evolution of the business of the Port. S-2277 was unanimously passed by both houses of
the New Jersey Legislature. Although the Governor vetoed the Bill for technical reasons, in
his veto he said that the WCNYH was in need of modernization. In 2016 we intend to work
with the Governor’s office to pursue that transformation.
Although we still have a long way to go, productivity in the port continues to slowly
improve from our low point in 2013. Vessel productivity is gradually moving up and our
members continue to aggressively invest in their facilities. Being fully staffed on the
longshore side will allow us to finally move forward with the Productivity Committees
outlined in our 2013 Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) with the ILA, an initiative led
by NYSA’s Executive Vice President, Chuck Darrell. Improved productivity will be essential
to handle the larger vessels that will arrive more frequently after the completion of the
Panama Canal expansion and the raising of the Bayonne Bridge, which is now scheduled
to be completed in the second half of 2017. The next step will be relief gang implementation
which is another key component of the 2013 CBA.
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Labor supply was only one aspect of the
challenges facing the Port in 2015. To
address many of the other issues, The
Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey (PANYNJ) and NYSA created the
Council on Port Performance (CPP). The
CPP in effect is the implementation
team for the 23 recommendations
identified by the Port Performance Task
Force (PPTF) in 2014. Like the PPTF, the
CPP is a volunteer group of diverse
industry stakeholders representing the
industries which operate in the port. I
can’t stress enough how lucky we are
as a port community to have these
concerned volunteers and how
important they are to the evolution
taking place in the port preparing for
future cargo growth.
NYSA is Co-chair of the CPP along with Molly Campbell, Director of Port Commerce of the PANYNJ. Molly is the
successor to Rick Larrabee who retired in 2015. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Rick for his vision
on preparing the Port for the future challenges and wish him a long, happy and healthy retirement.
On the CPP we have four implementation teams. These are an Equipment team, a Rail team, a Gate Operations
team and a Customer Care team. We also have a Government and Community Outreach team to communicate
with the industry and outside world. We will continue to meet on a regular basis in 2016.
In 2015 the CPP had quite a few implementation successes such as,
❚■

❚■

❚■

The Terminal Information Portal System (TIPS). This website provides streamlined access to information on
container availability, booking status, vessel schedules and empty returns for all terminals. Go to
www.porttruckpass.com to sign up.
A Trucker Resource Guide Book which focuses on how to navigate through the Port of NY & NJ’s six marine
terminals to ensure a successful visit, including important phone numbers, a list of Do’s and Don’ts, FAQ’s,
and terminal maps.
A port-wide Winter Weather Plan and a Customer Service Database.

The CPP continues to work on the other Tier One recommendations. These are, the Chassis Management
System, and a Truck Management System Implementation (AKA Appointment System). We’re hopeful these
complex initiatives continue to move forward. NYSA and our members are actively involved in many of these
working groups.
The challenges faced in 2015 will not become any easier in 2016 or in the foreseeable future. The delay of the
Bayonne Bridge buys the industry a bit more time to prepare and advance the identified initiatives to handle
the cargo from the mega-vessels expected to call our port more frequently. We need to stay the course and stay
focused on our priorities.
Sincerely,

John J. Nardi
President
N Y S A 2 0 1 5 ||| 3
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Hiring Plan Implementation: “Right-Sizing the Workforce”
NYSA continues to collaborate with the ILA to implement the Hiring Plan which has been a pivotal element
of the current Collective Bargaining Agreement since 2013. A key component of the hiring plan reflects the
NYSA and ILA recognition of Veterans as a valuable workforce resource by ensuring that 51% of those hired
are Veterans. The original hiring goal 532 longshore workers and 150 checkers that was set late in 2013,
was increased in 2015 by a demand for another 174 longshore workers.
Recruiting began in 2013 and hiring efforts have spanned 2014 and 2015. Adding to the 568 hired in 2014,
there were an additional 287 hired in 2015, as follows:
❚■

44 Checkers

❚■

62 Mechanics

❚■

181 Longshore workers

I realize that I'm blessed to serve my country twice. Once as a soldier
in the US Armed Forces protecting our country from enemies
foreign and domestic. Currently I'm providing a valuable service as a
Longshoreman to our nation, by unloading and loading container
and ro-ro (roll on/roll off) ships as they come and go around
the world. I was the front line of defense for our country,
now on the offense as we deliver goods to customers.
I'm honored to be called a soldier and veteran and
proud to be recognized as a Longshoreman. Thank you!

Candidates ultimately hired
successfully navigated their way
through a multi-step qualification
progression which included: a
multi-employer interview process, –Marion Bethune
application to the Waterfront
Commission to be added to the
register, approval by the
Waterfront Commission and registration, TWIC (Transportation Worker Identification Credential) issuance,
and meeting the requirements of physical exams and drug testing.
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Port Police and Guards Union (PPGU)
Members of the Port Police and Guards Union are the first line of defense in the Port of New York and
New Jersey. Ever increasing volumes of cargo have necessitated additional hours of operation at the
terminals, and renovations and infrastructure construction created new challenges for this important
workforce. The union’s 322 active members have met the challenge and continue to guard the access
points and patrol the perimeters at all of the marine container terminals, passenger ship berths, auto
terminals and public berths, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and 365 days per year.
The three year PPGU contract remains in effect and is set to expire December 31, 2016.
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Training
The NYSA-ILA-PPGU Training Center
remains the cornerstone for expanding
the skills of the existing workforce, while
welcoming and orientating those
individuals just entering the workforce.
The Center, through coordination with
vendors and Marine Terminal Operators
(MTOs), ensures that all those entering the
industry receive basic equipment training
and works directly with each of the MTOs
to coordinate specialized terminal-specific
equipment training. All equipment-specific
training is provided by ILA trainers at
employer terminals across the port.

I wanted to work in the port because I am an experienced
crane operator – and it was my passion to operate the ship
to shore cranes. That’s why I ﬁrst reached out to NYSA and
that is how I discovered the longshore industry. Working in
the port has also provided me an opportunity to work,
grow and bond with my brother for the rest of our
careers…which is priceless. This job means a great
deal to me and every day that goes by is one step
closer to my dream job!
–Dan Pigna

EQUIPMENT CERTIFICATIONS – CONTRACT YEAR 2015

The state-of-the-art facility aids Employers
in meeting their OSHA, USCG, and other
Government Agency obligations in facilitating
classroom training. The Center also serves
as a base for industry organizations, who
regularly conduct meetings, seminars, and
specialized training.

New
Certifications

Re-Certifications

Forklift

200

825

Hustler

277

806

Stacker

31

157

Classroom training, which includes New Hire
Orientation, Hazardous Materials, Security
Awareness, Respect & Dignity in the Workplace,
and Vessel Gang Training is also organized
and scheduled at the Center for the greater
workforce. Security Officer Training and
Security Awareness Training for PPGU
members take place at the Center as well.

Empty Handler

82

182

7-High Stacker

39

26

Reach Stacker

27

83

Toploader

67

187

Empty Double/Twin Pick

49

0

Noell Straddle Carrier

49

137

4-High Noell Carrier

52

18

During 2015, there were 2,179 individuals
who completed classroom training programs.
In addition, there were 1,272 who received
initial certifications in equipment and 2,755
who received re-certifications.

Yard Carrier

40

5

121

76

Crane

32

110

Shuttle Sprinter

35

0

Rubber Tire Gantry

36

37

Rail Mounted Gantry

11

0

TRAINING SUMMARY 2015

Transtainer

50

58

Classroom Training Contract Year 2015

MOL Train

19

7

Material Handler

17

22

HazMat Initial/Refresher

Ship Straddle

1,290

Respect & Dignity in the Workplace

111

Kone Crane

16

19

New Employee Orientation

192

Mijack

22

0

Vessel Gang Training

278

1,272

2,755

PPGU Security Officer Training

6

PPGU WC Annual Refresher
TOTAL

302
2,179
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TOTALS

Note: Equipment Training is accomplished by an independent
training company, as well as, at all employer terminals using
certified ILA Trainers.
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Safety
NYSA and its Member Terminals’ commitment to safety remained unwavering in
2015. Together, Management and Labor were instrumental in mentoring the
hundreds of individuals entering the workforce in the past year throughout the
Port Community. All diligent efforts aimed to ensure that everyone working on
the waterfront understood the importance of safety and their responsibility to
ensure a safe workplace. The newly hired were first introduced to the common
theme of “Safety First” from their first day at New Employee Orientation.
The NYSA Safety Committee, including management safety personnel from
each of the direct employers, met regularly to exchange safety information
and concepts for best practices, as well as, lessons learned from both local
and global accident reviews. The Committee reviews current work practices
and may recommend changes to increase the safety of our workforce.
The Joint NYSA-ILA Safety Committee, comprised of both Management and
Labor representatives, works collaboratively with the NYSA Safety Committee
to reinforce and promote port safety initiatives, raise the overall commitment
to safety, and ensure that operational challenges, which may hinder safety
protocols, are addressed in a timely and effective manner.
In 2015, NYSA continued to
play a role in advising
policymakers on initiatives
to enhance safety for workers
on the waterfront as an active
member of NMSA (National
Maritime Safety Association).
With representatives on both
the NMSA Board of Directors
and the Technical Committee,
–Emmanuel Kuilan
NYSA collaborates with OSHA
(U.S. Department of Labor’s
Occupational Safety and
Health Administration), MACOSH (Maritime Advisory Committee for Occupational
Safety and Health) and other organizations to enhance safety for workers in the
maritime industry through the review of industry standards and practices in order
to prevent accidents and increase safety awareness on the waterfront.
My life has changed
signiﬁcantly – I have more
responsibility, but greater
options and I am more wellrounded. I wanted a better
future for my family and
the Port has given me
that opportunity.

Both the Joint NYSA-ILA Safety Committee Meetings and the NYSA Safety
Committee Meetings serve as valuable forums for sharing key information
presented at the quarterly NMSA Meetings.
Safety Awards for 2014, recognizing the best safety records in the port, were
presented to the Employers and their Employees at their respective Safety
Luncheons, enabling a larger group of safety-committed
individuals from each of the terminals to be recognized.
This year the following terminals were
recognized: Maher Terminal,
Ports America, GCT Bayonne
and GCT New York.
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HIGHLIGHTS

for contract year ended September 30, 2015

E M P LO Y M E N T
• 3,600 Registered Union Members
• 11.4 Million Hours Worked
• Wages Paid: +12.3% from 2014
• Fringe Benefit Costs: +3.3% from 2014

CA RG O
Containers that fit directly
on a chassis: 3.7 Million

12% increase over 2014

VEHICLES: 522,000
Roll-on / Roll-off cargo, which is driven
off the ship with its own wheels
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WORK HOURS & RATES
Rate
20.00
23.25
28.15
33.00
Total

ST Hours
430,094.5
43,820.5
1,633.5
2,091,410.0
2,566,958.5

OT Hours
635,475.0
64,601.5
4,871.5
3,570,200.5
4,275,148.5

Total
Work Hours
1,065,569.5
108,422.0
6,505.0
5,661,610.5
6,842,107.0

Average
Age
37.1
42.1
44.3
48.4
45.7

# Ind.
535
45
4
1,754
2,338

Checkers

20.00
28.15
33.00
Total

122,373.0
1,858.0
914,771.5
1,039,002.5

193,715.5
1,590.5
1,527,196.5
1,722,502.5

316,088.5
3,448.5
2,441,968.0
2,761,505.0

36.2
33.0
50.1
48.1

105
1
614
720

Maintenance

20.00
23.25
28.15
33.00
Total

107,844.5
2,104.0
21,547.0
553,114.0
684,609.5

183,299.0
3,004.0
28,167.0
914,213.0
1,128,683.0

291,143.5
5,108.0
49,714.0
1,467,327.0
1,813,292.5

38.3
30.0
41.5
50.2
47.5

101
4
17
412
534

CRAFTS

Longshore

EQUIPMENT OPERATOR WORK HOURS
Skill
Crane Operator
Transtainer Operator
RTG Operator

Straddle Carrier
Noell Carrier Operator

Hustler Operator

Other Container
Handling Equipment

ASSESSMENT RATE TABLE

Base Rate
20.00
23.25
33.00
Total

Work Hours
41,687.5
2,641.0
711,789.0
756,117.5

% of Total
5.5%
0.5%
94.0%

20.00
23.25
28.15
33.00
Total

264,709.5
38,570.0
2,352.0
1,378,710.5
1,684,342.0

15.5%
2.5%
0%
82.0%

20.00
23.25
28.15
33.00
Total

363,556.5
19,192.0
1,782.0
878,067.0
1,262,597.5

29.0%
1.5%
0%
69.5%

20.00
23.25
28.15
33.00
Total

35,849.0
3,296.0
142.5
591,773.5
631,061.0

5.5%
0.5%
0%
94.0%

Description

Rate

House Containers
within 260 miles

$94.00 Per Container

House Containers within
260 miles-Bermuda Trade

25.00 Per Container

House Containers over
260 miles

21.00 Per Container

House Containers cargo
laden - Railed

10.00 Per Container

Maﬁs with 43 tons or less
cargo weight

150.00 Per Maﬁ

Transshipped

25.00 Per Container

Inland Transfers

55.00 Per Container

Loaded Waste Containers

17.20 Per Container

Empty Containers

40.00 Per Container

Empty Maﬁs

40.00 Per Maﬁ

Empty Waste Containers

17.20 Per Container

Empty Containers-Bermuda
Trade

25.00 Per Container

Uncontainerized or unboxed
Autos-Trucks-Buses

8.15 Per Unit

Breakbulk

6.00 Per Ton

Maﬁs with greater than
43 tons cargo weight

6.00 Per Ton

Bananas

0.09 Per Box

Excepted Cargo

14.00 Per Man-Hour

Passenger Assessment

14.00 Per Man-Hour

PPGU Assessment

16.00 Per Man-Hour
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My life has changed since coming to work in the port. I’ve achieved
my dream of home ownership, acquired more business skills,
and a better understanding of the shipping industry. Working
in the port is an exciting and interesting way to support my
family, providing a sense of security with health beneﬁts
and the potential for career advancement. I really enjoy
my job, the camaraderie and learning, as well as the
support from my fellow seaport employees. It has
been a phenomenal experience.
–Lisa Hetzell

When I made the decision to work at the port I wanted
ﬁnancial stability. I had been working a job for 10 years
but always had to carry a second job to get by. It was
suggested to me by my stepfather who was a port
worker for 41 years that I apply – and he was right – I
have the solidity I needed and many new skills. I have
the ability to work multiple jobs in the port and have
met a lot of new and interesting people. I enjoy the
work, enjoy being part of a union and love being a part
of any industry so big.
–Kristen Zema
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Information Technology Department
Infrastructure

Servers, networks and other infrastructure need to be upgraded regularly as data
volumes grow and business conditions change. Upgrades are also required to
ensure security. Indeed, the question is not whether infrastructure systems will
need to be upgraded, but when and how. In 2015 the hardware that runs the
NYSA managed systems was replaced with new components. In replacing
infrastructure, we paid close attention to avoid network capacity issues. Often,
the limiting factor on performance is network congestion or overloaded
switches and routers. Our new setup has enough processing power, storage
and bandwidth to handle our present and future needs. We designed the new
infrastructure calculating projected growth for the next five years. Below are
the key components of the infrastructure upgrade and why they were necessary.
Gigabit Ethernet Switches
NYSA computers use gigabit Ethernet interfaces and are necessary for server performance
which was throttled back by the old 100Mbit Ethernet switches.
Servers/Storage (NAS Device)
New servers provide additional processor and memory power necessary to run our virtual server environment.
Virtualization implemented in previous years has reduced energy costs and improved management. An updated
Network Attached Storage device (NAS) with multiple drives allows for greater data protection and higher capacities.
Category 6 Cable
Standardized cable for Gigabit Ethernet, Cat 6 features more stringent specifications for crosstalk and
system noise.
Power Backup
Engineered to deliver the highest level of business continuity possible, our power backup uses a modular,
redundant architecture that can scale power and runtime as demand increases. A must have to protect IT and
telecom equipment in NYSA’s business-critical server room.
Telecom/Data Lines
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) infrastructure bandwidth is scheduled for early 2016.
Please continue to visit our website www.nysanet.org and follow us on Twitter @NYSANEWS.
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External Affairs and Special Events
This year was marked with a number of special opportunities to share the inner
workings of port operations and make them more transparent for groups seeking
to learn our industry. Participating in port tours and making presentations to the
I-95 Corridor Coalition’s thirty 2015 Freight Academy members is one of those
opportunities. The Freight Academy is a unique immersion program designed to
train public sector agency staff whose responsibilities impact goods movement.
Other organizations we provided similar support to are the Lead NJ 2015 class
whose last seminar was about the keys to community and economic development
where they received a private tour of the GCT-Bayonne terminal. Lastly the same
type of support was provided to the Rutgers Business School Supply Chain
Management MBA Program.
NYSA continues to support and participate in
organizations that share public education goals such as the Working
Harbor Committee, Alliance for Action, Long Island Import and Export
Association, the American Association of Port Authorities and the
Containerization and Intermodal Institute (CII).
In addition to the previously mentioned education organizations, NYSA
maintains a strong presence and active participation in the Port Users
Group, the Area Maritime Security Committee, Harbor Operations Steering
Committee and the Marine Terminal Operator, Agent, and Harbor Pilot
roundtable. Each of these committees has proven to be fundamental to
open communication with all aspects of the port community as well as
solidify significant alliances – while garnering knowledge and information
about timely topics of interest to our membership.
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2015 Teddy Gleason Scholarship Program
In the 35th year of the Teddy Gleason Scholarship Program, the International Longshoremen’s Association, AFLCIO and New York Shipping Association, Inc. awarded eight new scholarships to dependents of ILA members
working for NYSA member companies in the Greater Metropolitan area. The NYSA-ILA Scholarship Fund, named
in honor of the late ILA president Teddy Gleason, is open to dependents of active and retired ILA members in
the Port of New York and New Jersey. Students will receive an annual grant of $6,000 per year for each one of
four years in college.
The 2015 recipients are as follows:
MARC BLANCO, Son of Mr. & Mrs. Juan Blanco of Linden, New Jersey. Mr. Blanco is a member of ILA Local 1235,
working at APM Terminals. Marc plans to attend Loyola University Maryland in Baltimore, Maryland.
MEREDITH R. FRANCO, Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Antonio Franco of Newark, NJ. Mr. Franco is a member of ILA
Local 1235, working at Essex Cement. Meredith plans to attend Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey in
New Brunswick, New Jersey.
GIANNA MARIE GOVERNARA, Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Michael Governara of Staten Island, New York. Mr.
Governara is a member of ILA Local 920, working at GCT New York. Gianna plans to attend Delaware Valley
College in Doylestown, Pennsylvania.
ALEXA HANLEY, Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. John Hanley of Staten Island, New York. Mr. Hanley is a retired member
of ILA Local 920. Alexa plans to attend The College of Charleston in Charleston, South Carolina.
GIANNA M. HRONCICH, Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Nicolo Hroncich of Woodcliff Lake, New Jersey. Mr. Hroncich is a
member of ILA Local 1804-1 working at APM Terminals. Gianna plans to attend Lafayette College in Easton,
Pennsylvania.
ADRIANNA LOMBARDI, Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Oronzo Lombardi of Staten Island, New York. Mr. Lombardi is a
member of ILA Local 1814 working at GCT New York. Adrianna plans to attend The University of the Arts in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
SALVATORE ANTONIO MORELLO, Son of Mr. & Mrs. Vincenzo Morello of Staten Island, New York. Mr. Morello is
a member of ILA Local 1235 working at Port Newark Container Terminals. Salvatore plans to attend Brooklyn
College in Brooklyn, New York.
BRIANNA WORMLEY, Daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Brian Wormley of Hillside, New Jersey. Mr. Wormley is a member of
ILA Local 1233, working at Maher Terminals. Brianna plans to attend Cabrini College in Radnor, Pennsylvania.
Selection is made on the basis of academic performance and aptitude testing among other determinations and
are available to qualified applicants
who wish to continue education at
undergraduate, apprentice or training
programs at any accredited college,
university or other institution of
higher learning. An independent
agency – the College Scholarship
Service based in Princeton, New
Jersey – makes the selection of the
scholarship winners.
The 2015 recipients join 32 other
students currently enrolled in
colleges and universities who were
previously awarded these generous
grants. The scholarship program was
introduced in 1981 following
collective bargaining between the
ILA and employers represented by
NYSA and it provides $192,000 in
yearly assistance for 32 students.
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Port Industry Day
As in years past NYSA sponsored and participated in Port Industry Day. This year’s event marks the 15th
anniversary of the most significant gathering of top decision makers in every segment of the maritime and
transportation industry. Held in the Cape Liberty Cruiseport terminal in Bayonne, this year’s theme was “The
Port of New York – New Jersey…Seeking Solutions to Complex Issues.” John Nardi led a discussion panel on the
significant accomplishments of the Council on Port Performance and the various challenges they continue to
address to maximize efficiencies and throughput.
Containerization and Intermodal Institute
Once again this year NYSA sponsored a scholarship for a
SUNY maritime student. This year’s recipient was Adrian
Klein – who was unable to accept his award personally due
to taking final exams. Accepting the scholarship on Adrian’s
behalf was Alan Greene, the Executive Director of
Development at SUNY Maritime. In addition, NYSA’s
President John Nardi was honored to present Wolfgang
Freese, President of Hapag-Lloyd, Region Americas with the
2015 Connie Award for his leadership and contributions to
the shipping industry.
Recognition of a Commitment to Hire our Nation’s Veteran’s
In the 2013 Collective Bargaining Agreement, NYSA and the
ILA committed to ensuring that the hiring initiative in the
port included 51% of our nation’s military veterans.
Recognizing this significant promise, in June of 2015 the
American Legion, Department of New Jersey presented the
NYSA the Best-In-Class Veteran Hiring Award at their 97th
Annual Convention in Wildwood, New Jersey. Presented to
President John Nardi and Susan Winfree, NYSA’s Vice
President, Workforce Development and Corporate Diversity
Officer by the former American Legion State Commander
and current Chairman of the Employment and Education
Committee Bob Looby. This award is the top external award
presented by the Legion and recognizes NYSA for its
“superior, leading and ongoing program hiring veterans and
achieving a 51% goal of all new hires with our heroes.”
Early in December the NYSA and the ILA were honored by
the New Jersey Committee for Employer Support of the
Guard and Reserve (ESGR), for their shared commitment to
hiring military veterans into the longshore workforce.
Presenting John Nardi and Bernard Dudley, the General Vice
President ILA-Atlantic Coast Division with the prestigious
Seven Seals Award, ESGR Chair Don Tretola said that
between the two organizations more than 400 veterans are
now employed at well-paying jobs in the Port of New York
and New Jersey. Joining the award presentation was also
Brigadier General Michael L. Cunniff, the Adjutant General
of New Jersey who commands more than 9,000 soldiers and
airmen of the NJ Army and Air National Guard.
Both of these awards are significant recognition of an
industry that has quietly and with strong commitment set
about to provide our nation’s veterans with good paying
jobs that provide them with new skills, and enhances
their lives.
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Economic Impact Study of the New York-New Jersey Port Industry
In the sixth iteration of the economic impact study of the New York-New Jersey port industry,
sponsored by NYSA and prepared by A. Strauss-Wieder Inc., the analysis reflects the significant
economic contribution the port makes to the region’s economy. Released in September at a press
conference held in the NYSA-ILA-PPGU Training Center, the study showed that port operations in 2014
provided:
❚■

A total of 336,600 full-time jobs
in the region;

❚■

190,100 direct jobs;

❚■

$21.2 billion in personal income;

❚■

❚■

Nearly $53.5 billion in business
income;
Almost $7.1 billion in federal,
state and local tax revenues.

Reflecting how the cargo and
passengers flowing through the
terminals of the Port of New York
and New Jersey play a critical role in
the vibrancy of the economic health
and well being of the region, the employers and employees of the port community support the
businesses and population of the largest and most affluent consumer market in the world.
This study is considered one of the most important indicators for the region’s economy and is relied
upon by business leaders, legislators and financial executives as a valued resource. Recognizing this
importance, when the report was made available publicly, NYSA’s President John Nardi was joined in
the announcement by Bethann Rooney, Assistant Director, Port Performance Initiatives for the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey, State Senator Raymond Lesniak, President of the New Jersey
Chapter of the National Association of Industrial Office Properties, Michael McGuiness, and the study’s
author Anne Strauss-Wieder.
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Working With Our Partners
Ship Simulation and Pilot Training
In anticipation of the completion of the harbor deepening project, raising of the Bayonne Bridge roadway
and the completion of the Panama Canal construction, the Harbor Operations Committee Deep Draft
Working Group, approached the NYSA and the Port Authority about the need to conduct a ship simulation
study to determine the best practices for safe navigation of the ultra large container vessels (ULCV)
expected into the port.
Working together with all concerned parties, the Maritime Institute
of Technology and Graduate Studies (MITAGS) will create several
ship simulation scenarios that will allow pilots, tug masters and
others the opportunity to learn, develop best practices and safe
operational parameters for vessels transiting to and from all of the
port’s facilities, as well as adding challenges for fluctuating tides,
winds, visibility and currents.
This two-phase program will allow for the study and familiarization
training of pilots and tug masters on the longer and taller 14,000
TEU vessels and the study of 18,000 TEU vessels which are more
significantly impacted by wind and sub-surface currents and pose a
greater challenge to transit around other maritime traffic. The ship
simulation and pilot training project is being managed through the
New York Shipping Association and funded through the New Jersey
Department of Transportation and the Port Authority of New York
and New Jersey’s Bi-State Funds. The United States Army Corps of
Engineers and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
have expressed interest in the project and will participate as
interested parties during the simulation. Expected to commence
in the second quarter of 2016, this critical project will go a long way
in ensuring the readiness of our port for the safe navigation of the
expected larger vessels.
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Port Authority of NY & NJ
Council on Port Performance: Update of 2015 Achievements
2015 saw continued work by the Council on Port Performance (CPP) to implement the 23 recommendations for
improvement in Port Productivity through its five designated teams. All of the teams have begun their work
and have already made meaningful progress. Following are some highlights for each team:
Equipment Operations
Following the selection of the Market pool model in late 2014, throughout this year, the Equipment
Implementation Team drafted the Operations Manual and has held numerous meetings to discuss the pool
construct, competition, governance, pool locations and liability.
Rail
White paper prepared and discussion held with NYSA Board. One terminal is actively encouraging carriers
to use block stowage. Future focus will be on service and destinations served at each ExpressRail terminal.
Gate Operations
Terminal Information Portal System (TIPS), a new online port community system that launched in
September 2015. TIPS, allows truckers, shippers and other service providers to check container availability,
export booking status, and other information before drayage drivers are dispatched to terminals.
Customer Care
❚■

❚■

Truck Guidebook completed and distributed. Translated into Spanish, Mandarin and Polish. Guide is
available in the Truck Service Center and can be downloaded from the Council website as an iBook.
Continued focus on KPIs (i.e. trouble ticket data, on-time vessel performance, market share data).

Government and Community Outreach
Co-produced two whitepapers which were distributed at the JOC’s Trans-Pacific Maritime Conference and
Inland Distribution Conference. Also hosted a webinar in the Fall. Legislative Fact Sheets were developed
for each of the over 30 legislative districts in NY & NJ.
Much has been accomplished in the past year. We have a comprehensive plan in place and are moving forward
in delivering the components of the plan. Communications are enhanced; the 2015-16 Winter Plan was
published in early November. The importance of continued implementation and refinement of CPP initiatives
remains as the Port of New York & New Jersey continues to see heavy volumes at its terminals. Two new
members were added to the Council, the National Association for Industrial and Office Parks (NAIOP) as a
regular member and the Maritime Administration (MARAD) as an Ex-Oficio member.
For 2016, CPP will work to resolve outstanding issues regarding equipment from chassis group; continue to
gather rail KPIs; develop TIPS communications targeted to trucking community and trade associations to
increase participation and a new priority to focus on the warehouse and distribution center hours.
As the teams progress with their work and action items and deliverables turn into significant accomplishments
and collective change, the port will benefit from the three pillars of port performance; customer service,
partnerships and resiliency.
Port of NY & NJ Introduces new TIPS System
In September 2015, the Port of New York & New Jersey launched a new unique online tool for port users
designed to make shipping cargo through the port easier and more efficient. The first of its kind system,
developed by Sustainable Terminal Services (STS) compiles information from the six container terminals and
makes this data available to a qualified user in real-time through an internet portal. Information such as
availability of a container, booking status, vessel schedule, and container return locations are available
through this platform. This site allows for a one-stop shopping experience for port users, benefiting the entire
port community. Future upgrades to the system will add vessel schedules and empty container information to
the system.
The CPP is grateful for the assistance of the port community in testing of the prototype during the summer of
2015. This beta testing period allowed developers to identify and troubleshoot issues raised by members of the
trucking community and to add additional functionality to improve the user experience. This effort shows that
once again through innovation and cooperation, the Port of New York and New Jersey is leading the way in
addressing customer issues and improving the experience for all the constituents in the port community.
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An Update on the Clean Air Strategy for the Port of NY and NJ from the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
In October 2009, the Port Authority, working with NYSA and their partners in the Strategy Group, which
included state environmental agencies, EPA, NYC Mayor’s Office and NYC EDC, as well as the cities of Newark,
Elizabeth, Bayonne and Jersey City, published the Clean Air Strategy for the Port of NY and NJ. The Clean Air
Strategy contains voluntary actions to reduce emissions from all port sources: Ocean Going Vessels and Harbor
Craft, on terminal Container Handling Equipment, and Trucks and Rail that serve the port.
The Strategy Group published the Clean Air Strategy 2014 Update in early 2015. The 2014 Clean Air Strategy
Update builds upon the success of the original strategy and contains new actions to ensure port related air
contaminant emissions continue to decline even with anticipated port growth through 2020. That success can
be seen from the results of the calendar year 2013 Air Emissions Inventory, which shows an average 42%
decrease in tons/MTEU from the 2006 baseline inventory across criteria air pollutants associated with port
operations, despite a 7% increase in cargo volume over the same time. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that
port related Nitrogen Oxide (NOx), Particulate Matter (PM10), Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5) and Sulfur
Dioxide (SO2) emissions for the period 2006 to 2013 decreased at a rate greater than the 3% annual average
reduction goal established in the original Clean Air Strategy.
This success would not be possible without the support of the Terminal Operators and Ocean Carriers whose
vessels call at the Port. The voluntary participation of these NYSA members in Clean Air Strategy actions, made
a substantial contribution to making the Port of NY and NJ cleaner, greener and more environmentally friendly.
The Terminal Operators by their participation in the Cargo Handling Equipment Fleet Modernization Program,
which replaced 46 pieces of equipment with new units, achieved significant reductions in air emissions. In
2015, the Port Authority received $2 million in federal grant funding to support a follow on Cargo Handling
Equipment Fleet Modernization Program that will be launched in early 2016.
The Ocean Carriers also achieved significant emission reductions through their continued participation in the
Clean Vessel Incentive Program. During 2015, the Ocean Carriers are expected to make 690 qualifying vessel
calls and receive an estimated $1,476,000 in Port Authority provided financial incentives. When the three-year
Clean Vessel Incentive Program ends on December 31, 2015 an estimated 1900 qualifying vessel calls will
have been made, earning over $3.7 million in incentives. To receive an incentive each vessel had to achieve a
World Port Climate Initiative Environmental Ship Index (ESI) score of 20 or higher. The ESI formula awards
points for a ship’s Nitrogen Oxide emissions and sulfur content of fuel used that are below standards set by the
IMO as well as for having the ability to plug into shore power. Many of these vessels earned extra points and an
increased incentive for also participating in the Vessel Speed Reduction program by limiting their speed to
10kts on inbound/outbound transits. To date, NYK Line (North America) Inc. leads the way in 2015 with 88
qualifying vessel calls, earning $196,000 in financial incentives. In addition, the Evergreen EVER LIVEN
achieved the highest ESI score of all vessels at 56.5. In December 2015, NYSA and the Port Authority briefed
Vessel Operators on the new Clean Vessel Incentive Program, which is designed to achieve even greater
participation and emission reductions, and will launch on January 1, 2016.
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An Update on Raising the Bayonne Bridge Roadway from the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
As of January 2016, the Bayonne Bridge’s “Raise the Roadway” program has achieved an overall construction
completion rate of 44%, with $456M spent on construction and about $652M of the total $1.3B program
budget spent to date. Construction activities in 2015 resulted in the completion of drilled shaft caissons and
concrete foundations that support the bridge’s new northbound roadway. Additionally, 2015 marked completion
of the New York and New Jersey abutments and the installation of 23 out of 24 total new pier columns in
Bayonne and in Staten Island, all of which will support the new, elevated northbound roadway. The segment
launching gantries, specialized gantry cranes that horizontally lift and install precast segments for the
approach roadways, have installed 43% of the northbound roadway segments.
Moreover, the program made progress towards achievement of its first major milestone, the removal of the
Bayonne’s existing mainspan and attaining an air draft of 215-feet. Arch steel strengthening work, which will
enable the bridge to carry the new, elevated roadway deck system across the mainspan, began this year. At
year-end, the program reported that steel fabrication reached 90% completion, while work on the New York and
New Jersey towers achieved 95% completion and steel strengthening hit 70% completion. Installation of the
new mainspan suspenders and deck system will begin after substantial completion of arch steel strengthening
work. Installation of the new mainspan
Life at the port has challenged me to reorganize my priorities,
deck will allow traffic to shift to the new
northbound roadway and enable demolition and my ﬁnancial order has improved. This career as a
longshoreman gives me the opportunity to do more for
of the existing mainspan deck, currently
others and be a better human being to all. My truck driving
scheduled for completion in late 2017. In
background gives me great respect and appreciation for an
preparation for mainspan demolition, the
industry such as this. I have adjusted my personal
Program Team met with the Harbor
choices and will use my blessings and opportunity
Operations Steering Committee to begin
as a longshoreman to add value and aid to those
planning the demolition and mitigate
who need it most.
potential impacts to the navigation of
–Patricia Roberts
vessels operating in the Kill Van Kull.
Throughout 2016, the Port Authority will
continue to work with its partners in the US
Coast Guard and the Harbor Operations
Steering Committee to review and finalize mainspan demolition plans.
The “Raise the Roadway” program had notable achievements in 2015, yet the program also experienced
numerous challenges that necessitated a push back in the original construction schedule. These factors
included: the harsh winter of 2014-2015; design modifications necessary to assist construction and enhance
the useful life of the new bridge; changes in project staging to address community concerns and reduce
overnight construction impacts; modifications to the existing steel arch to ensure safety and allow traffic to
continue during construction; and complicated steel reinforcement activities that required additional repairs
and modifications. Correspondingly, and as communicated by a press release issued by the Port Authority in
October 2015, the current schedule now targets late 2017 for increasing the bridge’s air draft to 215-feet, up
from its current height of 151-feet, and 2019 for full project completion.
Looking forward to 2016, construction will advance on the pier columns and approach structures for the
northbound roadway along with mainspan arch and steel strengthening work in preparation for installation of
the new mainspan deck and suspender system. Construction of the drilled shaft caissons and concrete foundations
to support the new, elevated southbound roadway and production of precast southbound column and roadway
segments will also progress. Weekday holds and closures along with daily overnight and periodic weekend closures
to support construction activities and advance completion of key milestones will be planned and implemented in
coordination with the Agency’s regional transportation partners. The Port Authority will also continue to work with
and keep its shipping industry partners apprised of the “Raise the Roadway” program’s status.
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Update from the US Coast Guard Sector New York
In complexity lies challenge.
Such could very well be the Coast Guard motto for the Port of New York and New Jersey.
This complexity is demonstrated by issues and events that directly and indirectly affect the container industry.
All are within the Coast Guard’s wheelhouse and all must be dealt with, generally on a daily basis.
Three direct examples illustrate this theme of complexity in the port.
❚■

Bayonne Bridge Raising: Raising the bridge by 64 feet is necessary
to accommodate the post PanEx container ships that will come
through the enlarged Canal when the expansion project there is
completed. The Coast Guard has been involved with the bridge
project from its inception, as we are with all bridges that cross
navigable waterways.
The work proceeds but does so in a commercial waterway that
experiences a high volume of traffic and weather restrictions at the
best of times. The Coast Guard’s mandate is to keep commerce
flowing regardless of the potential impediments and the
complexity of the task.

❚■

Seafarer Access: This is a contentious issue that is a common
problem across the nation but one that cannot be solved with a
one-size fits all solution. In January of this year, the Coast Guard
started the process of rule making with a “public meeting” in D.C. In
keeping with these technologically advanced times, terminal reps
and FSOs were able to “attend” via a live video feed from Sector
Headquarters.
The rule making process is nearing completion and publication is expected sometime during the first half
of 2016. The exact wording is, of course, still being crafted. But, the general thrust of the new rule will be
to grant appropriate access, contingent upon safety and security, in a manner to be determined by each
Captain of the Port. This recognizes that no two ports have the same configurations.
So, a logical solution is to create broad goals and objectives and leave the specifics to the officer on the
spot. As a solution, it is sensible and complex.

❚■

TWIC: This is one of the industry’s least favorite topics and one that has been contentious for years. The
goal is one that all can embrace: greater security. Implementation has been fraught with obstacles. With
the support of NYSA, Sector New York has begun a TWIC reader beta test. The preliminary results are not
without minor setbacks and issues, but overall the outlook is optimistic.
As we all recognize, the issue of implementation is complex and in this case so must be the solution.

The industry is also indirectly affected by a number of events and issues. The connection is generally simple,
anything affecting overall traffic or entry to the port affects all who use the port.
❚■

❚■

Port Security Grants: These grants do not directly relate to the container terminals but these funds increase
the overall ability of first responder agencies to protect the port from potential enemies. Sector New York
leverages these capabilities, along with Coast Guard shore forces, afloat forces and deployable specialized
forces in the multi-layered defense of the maritime domain, and this year’s Papal visit immediately
preceding the 70th United Nations General Assembly were just two of the many planned and unplanned
events in 2015.
Revised Area Contingency Plan: In 2015, Sector New York, collaborating with other members of the Area
Committee, conducted an extensive Geographic Response Plan (GRP) survey of the lower Hudson River,
which is used to develop response strategies in the event of an oil spill in our area. Government Initiated
Unannounced Exercises (GIUE) continued on facilities on the Hudson involved in the movement and
transfer of Bakken crude oil, as did planning exercises with other government agencies that will occur in
2016, again relating to a Bakken crude related incident. The increase in both rail and barge traffic caused
by movement of Bakken crude is significant, adding to the complexity of managing this port.
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❚■

❚■

Cyber Security: The Area Maritime Security Committee has set up a Cyber subcommittee to address this
issue. The Commandant of the Coast Guard has made dealing with this obviously complex issue a high
priority. As events continue to demonstrate, everybody is vulnerable – government, business, groups of all
kinds, individuals. None of us are immune to this threat.
Increased Ferry Traffic: The City of New York is committed to increasing mass transit via passenger ferries
over the next three years, primarily operating in the East River. As many as six new “lines” are proposed
with multiple terminals and vastly increased traffic. The impact for the shipping industry is the same as for
everyone else using the port: more traffic = more potential for mishap = greater diligence.

And even with greater traffic, we must remember that the waters of our rivers, bays, harbors and oceans belong
to us all. So, the Coast Guard continues to enforce standards designed to prevent pollution and to respond
when pollution does occur. It is a daily challenge in a port of the size and complexity of this one.
That is why effective and active port partners like NYSA are so
vital to the interests of the port. The Coast Guard cannot do all, or
anything close to it all. In the interests of us all, this port is blessed
with the most robust port partnership in the nation. Nowhere else
is the public so well served by such a large and experienced group
of professionals.
Even in a complex port like New York and New Jersey, this is a
cause for cautious optimism.
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US Army Corps of Engineers
Dredging Project Status
Maintenance Projects:
❚■

❚■

❚■

❚■

New York Harbor, Sandy Hook Channel –
Maintenance dredging contract awarded
in September 2015. Work was completed
in December 2015.
Buttermilk Channel – Maintenance dredging
contract awarded in September 2015. Work was
completed in November 2015.
Flushing Bay and Creek - Maintenance dredging
contract awarded in September 2015. Work
completed in December 2015.
Newark Bay - Maintenance dredging contract
awarded in September 2015. Work was
completed in December 2015.

My life has changed
ﬁnancially, independently
and most of all…I see a
ﬁne future down the road.
Finally, I feel like
I can rest at night.
Thank you.
–Anthony Smith
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Ongoing Construction Projects:
The status of the NY/NJ Harbor 50’ Deepening project encompasses both dredging contracts and mitigation
contracts as follows:
Ambrose Channel
❚■ First contract for Outbound half of entrance channel
(S-AM-1) completed in June 2008.
❚■ Second contract for inbound portion of channel
(S-AM-2a) completed May 2010.
❚■ Third contract (S-AM-2b) (portion of Inbound half)
awarded in February 2009 and completed in
January 2011.
❚■ Fourth and ﬁfth contracts (S-AM-3a and S-AM-3b)
awarded in September 2011 and completed in
October 2012 and January 2013, respectively.
Anchorage Channel
❚■ First contract (S-AN-1a) completed in October 2008.
❚■ Second contract (S-AN-1b) awarded in September
2009 and completed in January 2011.
❚■ Third contract (S-AN-2) awarded in March 2010 and
completed in March 2011.
❚■ Fourth contract (S-AN-UC) awarded in December
2015 to remove material overlying several utility
corridors, which lie within and across the southern
Anchorage Channel.
Port Jersey Channel
❚■ Port Jersey contract 3 (PJ-3) awarded in October
2007 and completed in July 2010.
❚■ Port Jersey contract 4 (PJ-4) (over PVSC tunnel)
awarded in March 2011 and completed in
October 2012.
❚■ Shoal Removal contract #1 awarded in August 2013
and completed in September 2015.
Kill van Kull
❚■ First contract (KVK 5) completed as part of 45 ft.
deepening project in December 2004.
❚■ Second contract (S-KVK-2) completed in March
2007.
❚■ Third contract (S-KVK -1) awarded in June 2008 and
completed in September 2011.
Newark Bay
❚■ First contract (S-NB-1) awarded in June 2007 and
completed in January 2011.
❚■ Second contract (S-E-1) awarded in 2009 and
completed in April 2010.
❚■ Third contract (S-NB-2) awarded in September 2010
and completed in September 2012.
❚■ Fourth contract (S-SR-2) awarded in September
2013 and completed in February 2015.

Arthur Kill (50 ft)
❚■ First contract (S-AK-1) awarded in September 2010
(included as part of S-NB-2 contract above), and
completed in September 2012.
❚■ Second contract (S-AK-2) award in September 2011
and completed in March 2013.
❚■ Third contract (S-AK-3) awarded in January 2013 and
completed in December 2014.
Bay Ridge Channel (50 ft)
❚■ Deferred from construction as per Port Authority letter
dated December 21, 2011.
Arthur Kill (41/40 ft)
Contract (AK-4) awarded in December 2014 to GLDD
to deepen 40 ft segment from NYCT to Phillips 66
Reﬁnery. Construction anticipated to be completed in
Spring 2016.

❚■

50 ft. Project Mitigation
❚■ Elders East Marsh Island (Jamaica Bay, NY) –
Completed restoration of 40 acres of wetlands in July
2007.
❚■ Woodbridge Creek, NJ – Completed in November 2008.
Restoration (Beneficial Use of Dredged Material)
❚■ Elders West Marsh Island (Jamaica Bay, NY) –
Completed in August 2010. A total of 302,000 CY of
sand was placed and 51 acres marsh island habitat
created.
❚■ Lincoln Park (NJ) –A total of 339,235 CY of sand was
placed from contract 1b (S-AN-1b & S-AM-2b) in 2010
in partnership with the PANY/NJ, NJDEP, NOAA, Hudson
County, Yellow Bar Hassock Marsh Restoration (Jamaica
Bay, NY) – Options for sand placement awarded as part
of S-AM-3b contract and via separate planting contract
awarded in January 2012. Placement and planting was
performed winter into spring of 2012 restoring 46
acres of marsh. Impacts from Hurricane Sandy
necessitated replanting of signiﬁcant areas of the
marsh, which was completed in June 2014.
❚■ Black Wall and Rulers Bar (Jamaica Bay, NY) – Options
for sand placement were awarded as part of S-AM-3b
contract and sand was placed in September and
October 2012. Placement of 150,000 CY was placed at
Black Wall creating an additional 20 acres of island
and 92,000 CY of sand was placed at Rulers Bar for an
additional 10 acres of island. A community based
planting effort (NYCDEP, American Littoral Society,
Jamaica Bay Ecowatchers and Jamaica Bay Guardian)
was completed in summer of 2014 planting 14.5 acres
and 8 acres at Black Wall and Rulers Bar, respectively.
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Governmental Affairs
In January of 2015 important Port legislation, S-2277/A-3506, Directs the Governor to withdraw from compact
establishing Waterfront Commission of New York Harbor; dissolves compact and Commission; transfers commission’s NJ
operations to State Police, entered the year as a top priority for the New Jersey Legislature. After passing two Senate
committees with only one dissenting vote, which changed to an affirmative vote when the bill was put before the full
Senate, and gaining unanimous bi-partisan support in two General Assembly votes in 2014, two hurdles remained: a
vote on the floor of the General Assembly and Governor Christie’s decision.
On March 9, 2014, S-2277 was substituted
for its Assembly version A-3506 before the
I am proud to be a part of an industry, which is the backbone of
full General Assembly and voted on. With
our nation’s commerce. My goal is to continue to learn all
the resulting 75-0-0 vote the New Jersey
aspects of the Industry and be recognized as a knowledgeable
State Legislature’s resolve to remedy a
and skilled Longshoreman. I was very pleased to learn upon
governmental process which inflicts
entering the workforce, that my Local (1233) supports
unnecessary economic harm on the State
charitable/civic programs, encourages growth, and is
of New Jersey was clear. New Jersey’s Port
always focused on sustaining the best interests of its
partner, the State of New York, has failed to
members and their families. I’m proud to be a Member
and I love my job!
give serious consideration or attention to
act or pass an important amendment to
–Charles Goins
the Waterfront Commission Compact
which New Jersey had approved in 2007.
The amendment which does not strip the
Commission of any of its core law enforcement powers, notably the final say over who can enter the Port workforce,
simply permits the industry to determine the “right-size” of its own workforce. At the root of the New Jersey Legislature’s
frustration is that approximately 85% of the international maritime commerce and the man-hours required to sustain
the Port of New York and New Jersey’s (PONYNJ) economic vitality and contribution to the economic health of this
nation takes place in the State of New Jersey. During the debate of this critical issue it became clear to many members
of the New Jersey Legislature that continued participation in the compact was tantamount to ceding the sovereign
right of the State of New Jersey to determine policy in the PONYNJ and was clearly no longer in the State’s best interest.
S-2277 was specifically crafted to test principals of contract law that permit a party to a contract which has no
provisions for withdrawal from the contract, upon settlement of any specified obligations, to serve notice to the other
parties to the contract of their decision to withdraw from said contract. This course was pursued because the framers of
the Waterfront Commission Compact in 1953, although they originally intended for the commission to be a temporary
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agency, did not stipulate how either state could exit the agreement if it were at some
point no longer in its best interest. Where else in business or government in the
United States of America is a fifteen-percent stakeholder in an enterprise able to
dictate through simple inaction how a multi-billion dollar industry will function in
spite of the wishes of the majority stakeholder? Nowhere. Enactment into law of S2277 would test this theory. If after enactment by New Jersey the State of New York
were to choose to challenge the validity of New Jersey’s withdrawal from the
compact, the ensuing case would proceed directly to the United States Supreme
Court for debate and for a decision to be rendered.
Following its approval in the legislature, S-2277 proceeded to the desk of New Jersey
Governor Chris Christie for his decision. On May 7, 2015, fifty-nine days after the
legislation passed both houses, Governor Christie rendered his decision to conditionally veto the bill. In his veto message
Governor Christie stated, “While I am not unsympathetic to the merits of the bill. I am advised that federal law does not
permit one state to unilaterally withdraw from a bi-state compact created by Congress. As a result, it is premature for
New Jersey to contemplate withdrawing from the Waterfront Commission until New York considers similar legislation.”
Although disappointed by Governor Christie’s decision, the Industry was able to draw some solace from another portion
of his veto message where he stated, “Like any institution that has survived largely unchanged for over sixty years, there
is near unanimous agreement that the Waterfront Commission is in need of modernization.”
Representatives of the Christie Administration and the industry have had some preliminary discussions on modernization
of the Commission in late 2015. In 2016 the plan is to work closely with the Christie Administration and the New Jersey
State Legislature on the challenging task of developing a comprehensive modernization plan to bring the commission’s
methods of operation up to 21st Century standards. New York Shipping Association appreciates the opportunity to work
with the Christie Administration and looks forward to accomplishing the important task at hand.
Important Active Legislation – New Jersey
S-281: Authorizes certain municipalities to impose a tax on the storage of empty shipping containers to fund
redevelopment plan activities.
S-2739/A-4082: “Port Support Zone Act of 2015.” A-4082 was heard and reported out of the Assembly Commerce &
Economic Development Committee with amendments. Yes {7}, No {0}, Not Voting {1}, Abstains {2}. Referred to Assembly
Appropriations Committee on May 2/5/15.
SJR-36/AJR-61: Urges Governor and Legislature of New York to enact legislation requiring the Waterfront Commission of
New York Harbor to accept applications for inclusion of new employees to the longshoremen’s register. AJR-61 was heard
and reported out of the Assembly Labor Committee on 3/24/14. Passed the Assembly on 3/27/14, Yes {72}, No {0}. Received in
the Senate, referred and heard in the Senate Labor Committee on 4/28/14. Held from vote in committee.
S-2033/ A-3208: Revises exemption from “unemployment compensation law” for operators of certain motor vehicles.
S-2033 introduced 5/5/14, A-3208 introduced 5/15/14 referred to respective Labor Committees. No action taken.
S-785/A-2354: Concerns earned sick leave. S-785 was voted on in the Senate on 12/17/15 (Yes {22}, No {17}). A-2354
passed Assembly Labor Committee on 10/27/1, 4 Yes {6}, No {3}. Action by the full Assembly did not occur before 12/31/15.
Important Active Legislation – New York
S-4630/A-6970: An act to amend the Waterfront Commission Act, in relation to empowering the Waterfront Commission
to accept applications in the longshoremen’s register; and to amend section 5-p. of such relating thereto. S-4630 was
introduced 4/1/15. A-6970 was introduced 4/15/15. Both bills were referred to the respective Corporation, Authorities, &
Commissions Committees.
S-2648/A-2070: relates to cargo facility charges on import and export cargo leaving any marine terminal owned and
operated by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. S-2648 was introduced on 1/27/14. A-2070 was introduced
1/27/15. Both bills were referred to the respective Corporations, Authorities, & Commissions Committees. S-2648 was reported
from committee, Ayes {4}, Ayes W/R {2}, Excused {1}, and committed to the Senate Finance Committee on 2/2/15. Reported
from Finance Committee on 6/9/15, Ayes {20}, Ayes W/R {8}, Nays {8}. Committed to Rules Committee on 6/9/15. Was not
voted on in the Rules Committee before the end of session.
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Notes From Washington – Paul Bea
2015 Legislative Issues and Action in Washington
Broadly speaking, port-related matters only continue to grow as a subject of Federal
attention. That was the case in 2015 as legislative and executive branch activity
remained high. The West Coast contract talks and the operational problems that arose
there served to bring greater scrutiny to the port congestion issue and to port labor
issues across the country. The comparatively quiet New York-New Jersey port, while
not without its congestion challenges, was viewed in a largely favorable light in the
Nation’s Capital. The Council on Port Performance (CPP) initiative was one reason for
that. These are some notable developments of the year in Washington.

Port Congestion and Performance

The ramifications of cargo being slowed, with ships at anchor, on the West Coast were
visible not only on the East Coast but in government offices in Washington, D.C. as well.
Members of the House of Representatives and the Senate, especially those from Pacific
and interior agricultural states, followed the developments and heard from import and
export constituencies that voiced frustration about the implications for U.S. growers and manufacturers. Legislation
was introduced as a response. Several bills were directed at amending labor law to make it easier for cargo interests
to secure the help of state governors if, from their perspective, the White House was not acting promptly to exercise
authority under Taft Hartley.
The other legislation was aimed specifically at ports and terminals. The Port Performance Act, introduced by Senator
John Thune (R-SD), chairman of the Commerce, Science & Transportation Committee, aimed at gauging the functioning
of cargo movement in ports and measuring productivity over time, with special attention to collective bargaining
periods. With the encouragement of cargo interests, the introduced bill specified metrics to be used in the collection of
statistics. Stakeholders, including marine terminal operator and port authority trade associations, spent time on Capitol
Hill to educate lawmakers on the operation of ports. The legislation was modified and made less onerous to those
entities that likely would be responsible for collecting and reporting port performance data. Finally, in December, an
amended form of the bill was signed into law as part of the multi-year surface transportation bill, the FAST Act. (More
on that below.) In its enacted form, the Port Performance Freight Statistics Program requires U.S. DOT, through the
Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS), to identify appropriate measures to be used in collecting statistics from more
than 50 U.S. ports selected on the basis of cargo type and volume. An advisory working group of public agency and
private sector stakeholders, including a representative of marine terminal operators, is to be formed to assist the BTS as
it formulates the program. Some parties have noted that the Port’s CPP initiative to identify Key Performance Indicators,
speculating that it might be a useful resource for BTS as it determines which metrics to use in the new program.
The Federal Maritime Commission continued its efforts with respect to the congestion issue, both specific to the West
Coast situation and to the broader industry. FMC commissioners received reports from staff as a follow-up to the
regional forums held in 2014. The information collected during those events were summarized in a staff report that
condensed the issues raised as belonging to six common themes: 1) investment and planning; 2) chassis availability
and related issues; 3) vessel and terminal operations; 4) port drayage and truck turn-time; 5) extended gate hours,
PierPASS and congestion pricing; and 6) collaboration and communication. The FMC also received from staff a report
on “Rules, Rates, and Practices Relating to Detention, Demurrage, and Free Time for Containerized Imports and Exports
Moving Through Selected United States Ports.” It points to fee practices in major gateways and the concerns and
complaints that have been expressed by port users. As the year ended, the commissioners took no formal action by way
of concluding on the matter of congestion. It is an issue that is expected to remain on the agency’s agenda in 2016.
It is notable that the last public meeting of the year held by the FMC commissioners included a briefing by the Port
Authority of New York & New Jersey on the progress being made through the work of the Council on Port Performance
and the cooperation that has produced improvements beyond the 23 recommendations contained in the 2014 report
of the Port Performance Task Force. The five commissioners were very complimentary of what has been achieved and
the continuing efforts being made. Indeed, the CPP initiative is a frequently noted indicator that the Port of New YorkNew Jersey has been making a long term and unprecedented effort to improve port performance to a high level.
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Navigation

This is the first year since FY 2002 that Congress did not appropriate funding for the improvement of the Port’s
system of channels – and for good reason. While channel maintenance funding in FY 2016 was again approved by
Congress construction funding was not needed. The construction is largely complete and funding was allocated in
the previous year for the final dredging work to take place near the Narrows entrance to Upper New York Bay. For
14 years Congress appropriated an annual average of $80.5 million to deepen and widen the channels, including
the Kill van Kull that passes under the Bayonne Bridge, itself being raised to accommodate the increasingly larger
vessels. (The construction beyond 45 feet also required a non-Federal share of the cost that the Port Authority
provided.) That navigation project had the active support of members of the New York and New Jersey congressional
delegations and was labeled by the George W. Bush administration as a “national priority.”
For the port community in Washington the year 2014 was notable for the signing of the Water Resources Reform
and Development Act (WRRDA), the first such navigation policy and project legislation to be produced in Congress
in seven years. The year 2015 has been about monitoring the implementation of the acts many policy changes and
making hopeful preparation for a water resources bill in 2016. One aspect of that implementation has been on the
shoulders of Congress itself. WRRDA 2014 included the setting of “target” levels of spending from the Harbor
Maintenance Trust Fund (HMTF) to address the chronic underutilization of Harbor Maintenance Tax receipts for their
intended purpose. In recent years Congress has increased maintenance funding levels but only in small increments
and still leaving 40 percent and more of the annual HMTF revenues unspent and national port channel needs unmet.
However, in 2015 there was great improvement made. In December, when Congress gave its final approval to U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers program spending, over $1.2 billion was allocated to be spent from the HMTF, a record
amount that is over $100 million more than in the previous fiscal year. The New York Shipping Association has made
the full utilization of the HMTF one of its objectives in Washington and continues to work with other stakeholders in
making progress toward that goal. In addition, and for the first time, a new category of funding for Donor and Energy
Transfer Ports, was approved for funding, which will mean added dollars for the New York-New Jersey port.

Transportation Policy

This year has been a significant one for ports as Congress has recognized the need in major national gateways for
greater Federal attention to multimodal and intermodal freight infrastructure, including in ports. In December,
President Obama signed the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act (H.R.22), which authorizes five years
of funding for the nation’s roadways, transit and freight infrastructure. The new law represents a major policy
advancement for goods movement. The FAST Act includes Federal and state level freight provisions that direct
billions of dollars to freight projects, including access and other port-related projects. States also are directed to
include goods movement in their transportation plans and ports in their freight advisory committees. The FAST Act,
as noted above, also includes the port performance statistics provisions.

Security

Cybersecurity was given a lot of attention in Washington this year in part because of incidents involving the nation’s
retail and finance sectors. Those headline making incidents reminded policy makers that attention was needed to
all critical infrastructure systems, including transportation. The U.S. Coast Guard was tasked with guiding Federal
cybersecurity expectations for the Marine Transportation System. It is a mission that was gaining definition and was
still underway by the end of the year. The House in December gave approval to a ports-specific cybersecurity bill.
H.R.3878, the Strengthening Cybersecurity Information Sharing and Coordination in Our Ports Act, provisions include
a requirement for DHS to have port Area Maritime Security Advisory Committees facilitate the sharing of cybersecurity
related information. Any AMS Plan and Facility Security Plan approved after the development of that risk assessment
model would be required to include a cybersecurity mitigation plan. The Senate had not considered that bill by
year’s end. Meanwhile, Congress did send the Cybersecurity Act of 2015 to the White House. (It is a section of the
Consolidated Appropriations Act, H.R.2029.) Among other things it creates a voluntary cybersecurity information
sharing process to encourage public and private sector entities to share cyber threat information “without legal
barriers and the threat of unfounded litigation—while protecting private information.”
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2015 Report of Counsel
WATERFRONT COMMISSION OF NEW YORK HARBOR (COMMISSION)
In late 2013, NYSA and four other parties had commenced an action against the Commission in federal district court in
New Jersey for interfering in the hiring process in the PONY/NJ by adding a new certification requirement in connection
with the hiring of “A” Registrants, who are mostly skilled mechanics.
NYSA filed an amended complaint in January 2014, challenging the constitutionality of the certification requirement
and the Commission’s purported authority to enforce federal and state equal-opportunity laws in connection with
hiring practices in the PONY/NJ. The Commission moved to dismiss the amended complaint in late January 2014.
The district court granted the Commission’s motion to dismiss in August 2014.
All parties later appealed the district
court’s dismissal to the Court of
Appeals for the Third Circuit, which
consolidated the appeals for purposes
of briefing and disposition. The court
heard oral argument in July 2015. The
matter was pending at year-end.
During 2015, the Commission issued
dozens of subpoenas to the NYSA-ILA
Recruitment Committee seeking copies
of documents relating to particular
individuals who applied for longshore
and checker positions, seeking to
confirm their status as either employer
referrals or union referrals.
The States of New York and New Jersey
also issued grand-jury subpoenas
seeking copies of documents relating
to the industry’s hiring of new
longshoremen and checkers. More than 150,000 pages of documents were supplied, including applicant files and
electronic files maintained at the offices of NYSA, the NYSA-ILA Training Center, and the NYSA-ILA Funds.
NYSA-ILA COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
In August 2014, a former longshoreman recommenced a civil action against NYSA, a direct-employer NYSA member,
and several other defendants seeking to be reinstated to employment as a longshoreman in the PONY/NJ. The
Commission had revoked plaintiff’s license to work on the waterfront in March 2008 due to a drug offense.
The plaintiff alleged employment discrimination based upon his alleged disabilities, but the complaint was actually
based on his dissatisfaction with the industry’s reinstatement procedure under the NYSA-ILA Collective Bargaining
Agreement (CBA). The defendant’s motion to dismiss the complaint on the grounds that the claim is preempted by
federal labor law and that it is time-barred by the applicable statute of limitations was pending in the New Jersey
federal district court at the end of 2014. In February 2015, plaintiff filed an amended complaint adding an additional
count, claiming economic injury. Defendants’ March 2015 motion to dismiss the amended complaint was fully briefed
as of May 2015 and was under consideration by the court at year-end.
In another case involving the collective bargaining agreement in July 2014, NYSA and the ILA filed a complaint in
the New Jersey federal district court to confirm and to enforce a June 2014 arbitration award by the NYSA-ILA Labor
Relations Committee (LRC) against an NYSA member. The LRC found that the employer had violated the NYSA-ILA CBA
by failing to use ILA labor and awarded damages to be paid for lost wages.
In September 2014, the employer responded to the complaint and filed a petition to vacate the award because the
work in question was the subject of a jurisdictional dispute before the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) between
a New Jersey ILA Local and another non-ILA local. The NLRB held a three-day hearing on July 1-3, 2014. In October
2014, the parties agreed to stay the action until the NLRB issued a decision. In April 2015, the NLRB issued its decision
in favor of the non-ILA local. The matter was resolved in June 2015 and the complaint and the motion to enforce the
arbitration award against the NYSA member were dismissed with prejudice.
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NEW YORK STATE DIVISION OF HUMAN RIGHTS (NYSDHR)
In August 2012, the NYSDHR filed a complaint against NYSA and several of its direct-employer members alleging
that they had engaged in discriminatory hiring practices on the New York side of the harbor, an incident which
occured in 2011.
In August 2014, the NYSDHR issued a Determination after Investigation finding probable cause that the respondents had
engaged in unlawful employment discrimination in connection with an NYSA-ILA hiring plan that is no longer in effect.
In October 2014, NYSA and other respondents filed a request to reopen the proceeding because the August 2014
Determination by the NYSDHR contained a material misrepresentation concerning the conciliation proceedings that
had taken place in 2013.
During a pre-hearing settlement conference call that was held in early November 2014, the NYSDHR representative
requested additional time to look into the conciliation proceedings. In February 2015, the NYSDHR filed a reply to the
respondents’ reopening application. The matter was still pending at year-end.
NYSA-ILA EMPLOYMENT LAW PROGRAMS
PONY/NJ Anti-Discrimination and Anti-Harassment Program
NYSA and its counsel conducted a half-day training session late 2015 for NYSA employees on the parameters of the
Anti-Discrimination and Anti-Harassment Respect & Dignity Program as well as on the retention of electronic records,
retaliation, e-mail and internet use, and business ethics.
NYSA-ILA Family-and-Medical-Leave Procedures
Family-and-medical-leave requests, particularly for an employee’s own health condition, have increased over the past
year. Many of these leave requests are for intermittent leave for health conditions that trigger episodic flare-ups,
causing the employee to need time off but permit the employee to return relatively quickly after the episode abates.
Each request for family-and-medical leave is scrutinized to ensure that it meets the criteria for the leave. If supporting
certifications fail to provide necessary information or are insufficient to support a leave request pursuant to United
States Department of Labor regulations and recent Third Circuit case law, the employee is given the opportunity to
correct the deficiencies in his or her certification.
During 2015, Co-counsel to the NYSA-ILA Family and Medical Leave Review Committee provided refresher training for
the NYSA-ILA administrative personnel who process family-and-medical-leave requests and maintain program
information.
NYSA-ILA Accommodations Team (A Team)
The A Team continued to meet throughout the year to entertain requests from longshore workers seeking reasonable
accommodations under the 2008 ADA Amendments Act that would permit them to continue to work in the industry,
despite certain disabilities. The A Team continues to monitor past accommodations that have been provided and has
found that most employees are performing well in their jobs. The A Team also considers referrals from the NYSA-ILA
Absenteeism Committee concerning employees with unexcused absences that raise medical issues.
NYSA-ILA Drug and Alcohol Abuse Program
The NYSA-ILA Drug and Alcohol Abuse Program provides drug and alcohol abuse services to those members of the
industry requiring help by placing them in in- and out-patient treatment programs and referring them for the
counseling services provided by the Management-ILA Managed Health Care Trust Fund (MILA).
During 2015, NYSA commenced a comprehensive review of the Program for the purpose of clarifying procedures,
testing circumstances, including mandatory random testing and methods, and addressing issues raised by new
“designer” drugs.
NYSA-ILA Absentee Policy
During 2015, the NYSA-ILA Contract Board approved a revised Absentee Policy that requires all longshore workers to
submit requests for excused absences in advance of the absence either to their Head Foreman/Shop Steward (list
employees) or to the NYSA-ILA GAI Department (non-list employees). Failure to do so will result in the employee being
charged with an unexcused absence and subject to progressive discipline, ranging from no discipline for the first
unexcused absence to possible termination for the seventh unexcused absence.
Employees who avail themselves of their rights under the NYSA/ILA Family and Medical Leave (FMLA), workers
compensation benefits etc., are required to comply with all applicable filing procedures outlined by the regulations and
guidelines to avoid being charged with an unexcused absence.
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2015 FEDERAL JUDICIAL, LEGISLATIVE, AND REGULATORY ACTIVITY
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES
Retiree Health Benefits Are Not Vested
In its January 2015 decision in M&G Polymers USA, LLC v. Tackett, the Supreme Court of the United States resolved a
decades-old split among the circuit courts of appeals and held by a 9-0 vote that, absent explicit contractual language
in a collective-bargaining agreement, retiree health benefits do not “vest.”
EEOC’s Conciliation Efforts Are Subject to Judicial Review
In its April 2015 unanimous 9-0 decision in Mach Mining, LLC v. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Supreme
Court held that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 permits limited judicial review of the efforts by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to satisfy its statutory duty to conciliate before filing a lawsuit against an employer. The
Court also held that, when the EEOC fails to conciliate, the appropriate remedy is not dismissal of the lawsuit but an order
requiring the EEOC to conciliate before going forward.
CIRCUIT COURTS OF APPEAL
Effective Accommodations for Disabilities
In Noll v. International Business Machines Corp. the plaintiff had alleged that his employer had not reasonably
accommodated his hearing disability because it failed to provide captions or transcripts with the audio and video files
stored on its intranet. In May 2015, the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit affirmed the decision of the district court
and rejected plaintiff’s argument that the American Sign Language interpreters were not as effective as captioning
because in determining whether a reasonable accommodation was made, the law requires only an effective
accommodation, not the one that is preferred by the employee and not the one that is most effective for each employee.
Expansion of FMLA Interpretation
In its June 2015 decision in Hansler v. Lehigh Valley Hosp. Network, the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit reversed the
district court and held that an employer’s obligation upon receipt of insufficient medical certification is to advise the
employee in writing of the certification’s deficiencies and to allow the employee at least seven days to remedy the
filing. The employer’s failure to do so violated the Family and Medical Leave Act.
FEDERAL LEGISLATION
Surface Transportation Reauthorization and Reform Act of 2015 Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act
The FAST Act is a five-year surface transportation re-authorization of federal highway, transit, highway safety, motor
carrier safety, hazardous materials, and passenger rail programs. The bill provides for a port-performance statistics
program to quantify port-capacity and port-performance measures in the top 25 ports in the nation annually by
tonnage, containers, and dry bulk.
The legislation creates a working group consisting of federal agency personnel and certain industry stakeholders that
is to be in place within 60 days of enactment. This working group has one year to provide recommendations on
measuring port performance and to devise a methodology to collect data. The bill was signed into law at year-end.
I feel very fortunate to be able
to start a new career that
gives me a steady income,
beneﬁts and a retirement
plan. It has been rewarding
and I am enjoying the
experience to learn
new skills.
–Joe Mancusi
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NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD (NLRB)
Revised Arbitration Deferral Standard
In February 2015, the NLRB issued a report that provides guidance to NLRB Regional Offices regarding the amount of
deference the NLRB should afford arbitrations and grievance settlements, when resolving unfair labor practice (ULP)
charges under sections 8(a)(1) (interference with an employee’s right to engage in protected activity, such as selforganization, joining a union, or bargaining collectively through a chosen representative) and 8(a)(3) (discrimination
against an employee for a union affiliation) of the National Labor Relations Act. The memorandum can be found at
www.nlrb.gov/reports-guidance/general-counsel-memos.
The memorandum was issued in response to a 2014 NLRB decision that created a new standard for deferring to
arbitration awards. Under the new standard the Board will defer to the arbitration process and an arbitration decision
only when:
❚■

The parties explicitly authorized the arbitrator to decide the ULP charge at issue;

❚■

The arbitrator was presented with and considered the ULP charge; and

❚■

NLRB law “reasonably permits” the arbitration award.

The new standard modifies not only post-arbitration deferral practices but also pre-arbitration deferral procedures and
reviews of settlements resulting from the grievance-and-arbitration process. The Board will no longer defer ULP
charges to the arbitration process, unless the parties have explicitly authorized the arbitrator to decide the statutory
issue underlying the ULP charge either in the relevant collective-bargaining agreement or by specific agreement in a
particular case. The Board will also review pre-arbitration settlement agreements to ensure that the parties intended
to settle the ULP issue, that the parties addressed the statutory issue in the settlement agreement, and that Board law
reasonably permits the settlement method.
Employers Cannot Restrict Employee Discussions Regarding Investigations
In June 2015, the NLRB held in Banner Health Systems d/b/a Banner Estrella Medical Center that employees have a right
under Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act to discuss workplace investigations into alleged employee
misconduct (in this instance, insubordination) involving themselves or their co-workers, unless the employer can
demonstrate that it has a legitimate and substantial business justification for the restriction that outweighs the
employees’ Section 7 rights to discuss matters that may affect the terms and conditions of their employment.
Witness Statements Are No Longer Confidential
In June 2015, the NLRB reversed its longstanding rule of thirty-seven years in American Baptist Homes of the West d/b/a
Piedmont Gardens and held that witness statements obtained during company investigations will no longer be treated
as confidential and exempt from production to union representatives processing employee grievances, unless the
employer can establish that its legitimate and substantial interest in confidentiality outweighs the union
representative’s need for the information. The new standard will be applied prospectively.
Definition of “Joint Employer” Is Broadened
In August 2015, the NLRB significantly expanded the definition of a “joint employer” in Browning-Ferris Industries of
California, Inc. to include employers who have minimal or only indirect control through an intermediary over the
working conditions of employees or who merely reserve the right to exercise such control. Under this revised standard
two or more entities could be found to be joint employers of a single work force, if they share or co-determine those
matters governing the essential terms and conditions of the employees’ employment, such as hiring, firing, discipline,
supervision, direction of work or hours, and wages.
In September 2015, legislation was introduced in both the House and the Senate to overrule the NLRB’s joint-employer
decision that would hold a company liable for labor law violations committed by a contractor. The Protecting Local
Business Opportunity Act provides that two or more employers may be considered joint employers only if each both
shares and exercises actual, direct, and immediate control over the essential terms and conditions of employment.
Hearings on the bills were later held by the House and Senate. The legislation was pending at year-end.
Employer Cannot Terminate Dues Checkoff Upon Contract Expiration
In August 2015, the NLRB overturned fifty-three years of precedent in Lincoln Lutheran of Racine and held that an
employer’s obligation to check off union dues continues after the expiration of a collective-bargaining agreement that
establishes such an arrangement. The decision will be applied prospectively.
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PORT SECURITY/TRANSPORTATION WORKER IDENTIFICATION CREDENTIAL (TWIC)
Cyber-Related Security
During 2015, the United States Coast Guard sought public comments from the maritime industry and other interested
parties on how to identify and to mitigate potential vulnerabilities of cyber-dependent systems so as to avoid a
“Transportation Security Incident,” which is defined as “a security incident resulting in a significant loss of life,
environmental damage, transportation system disruption, or economic disruption in a particular area.” Comments were
due by April 15, 2015.
Enrollment
At year-end there were 3.639 million TWIC enrollments with 2.139 million active TWIC cards in use. Effective July 1,
2015, TWIC applicants who were born in the United States and who claim United States citizenship must provide
specific documents to prove their citizenship. Enrollment centers are now issuing TWIC cards that contain several
changes, which are intended to assist personnel in identifying authentic, unaltered credentials. The security
features of the card remain unchanged – holograms, color-shifting ink, etc.
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION (OSHA)
Occupational-Injury-and-Illness-Recording-and-Reporting Requirements
Effective January 1, 2015, all employers subject to federal OSHA jurisdiction, even those that are exempt from
maintaining injury-and-illness records (e.g., any employer with ten or fewer employees or certain low-hazard
industries), must report to OSHA
❚■
❚■

within eight hours all work-related fatalities, if the fatality occurs within thirty days of the incident, and
within twenty-four hours all work-related, in-patient hospitalizations (including those due to a heart attack, if the
heart attack is work-related),amputations, and losses of an eye, if the reportable event occurs within twenty-four
hours of the incident.

Previously, employers were only required to report to OSHA within eight hours any work-related incident that resulted
in an employee’s death or the in-patient hospitalization of three or more employees.
Increased Eye-and-Face Protection
In March 2015, OSHA published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in the Federal Register to update its marine
terminal and longshoring eye-and-face-protection standards by incorporating the most recent version of the
standards issued by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI or “national consensus standard”). Comments
were due by April 13, 2015.
Increase in OSHA Penalties
The new, two-year budget signed into law in
late 2015 requires OSHA to raise its citation
penalties for the first time in twenty-five
years. The new rates go into effect on August
1, 2016, and are as follows:
❚■

Other than serious violations: $12,471

❚■

Serious violations: $12,471

❚■

Willful violations: $124,709

❚■

Repeat violations: $124,709

I was looking for a new career and after attending the
veteran’s job fair I was convinced the port was the
perfect opportunity for me. It is a rigorous and ever
changing work schedule – but it has taught me to relax
and live each day to the fullest. Simply, each day on the
waterfront is a new and exciting experience. This
new career will allow me to achieve a number
of professional and ﬁnancial goals.
–Tabitha Goodwin

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
COMMISSION (EEOC)
Updated Pregnancy Discrimination Guidance
In June 2015, the EEOC issued an update of its July 2014 Enforcement Guidance on Pregnancy Discrimination and Related
Issues to reflect the March 2015 decision by the Supreme Court of the United States in Young v. United Parcel Service,
Inc. The Young case is described earlier in this report.
The updated guidance incorporates the Court’s holding that women may be able to prove unlawful pregnancy
discrimination if their employer accommodated some workers but refused to accommodate pregnant women. The Court
further held that an employer’s policy that is not intended to discriminate on the basis of pregnancy may still violate the
Pregnancy Discrimination Act, if the policy imposes significant burdens on pregnant employees without a sufficientlystrong justification.
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“Sex” Encompasses Sexual Orientation under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
In July 2015, the EEOC issued a decision that overturns fifty years of consistent application of Title VII, the federal
statute that prohibits employment discrimination. In Complainant v. Foxx, the EEOC found that current Title VII law
prohibits sexual-orientation-based discrimination, despite the fact that Title VII does not explicitly include sexual
orientation as a protected class. “Sex” is a protected class under the statute and the EEOC reasoned that sexual
orientation is inherently a sex-based consideration. The EEOC concluded that an allegation of discrimination based on
sexual orientation is necessarily an allegation of sex discrimination under Title VII.
This decision marks the first time that the EEOC has formally declared that sexual-orientation discrimination violates
Title VII. The decision may have limited effect, however. Since the case involved an appeal from a federal agency
decision (that is, the Federal Aviation Administration) to the EEOC, it is not binding on any federal court.
2015 STATE JUDICIAL, LEGISLATIVE, AND REGULATORY ACTIVITY
NEW JERSEY SUPREME COURT
In February 2015, the New Jersey Supreme Court issued a significant sexual harassment decision, which confirmed
that an employer can rely on its anti-harassment policy as an affirmative defense to an employee’s allegations of
negligence or vicarious liability. The employer had in place a comprehensive written anti-discrimination policy and
mandated training on the policy for all employees. The plaintiff had failed to follow the employer’s policy by not filing
a written complaint.
Employers in New York City do not enjoy similar protection. An effective training program to prevent discrimination or
harassment is not an affirmative defense under the New York City Human Rights Law. It can be considered only as a
means of mitigating damages.
NEW JERSEY LEGISLATURE
Opportunity to Compete Act (“Ban the Box”)
New Jersey’s Opportunity to Compete Act took effect on March 1, 2015, and prohibits employers with 15 or more
employees over 20 calendar weeks from either mentioning criminal history in any job advertisement or including any
questions on a job application about an applicant’s criminal convictions. Employers may not inquire about criminal
convictions until after the initial interview is completed. If the applicant voluntarily discloses criminal history
information during the initial interview, the employer is permitted to ask for details.
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NEW YORK STATE: WORKPLACE PROTECTION
In late 2015, New York State Governor Andrew M. Cuomo signed into law several bills that will provide greater
protection for women in the workplace. The legislation, which is part of the governor’s “Women’s Equality
Agenda,” strengthens the state’s equal pay statute, expands protection for victims of sexual harassment,
provides for recovery of attorney’s fees in employment discrimination cases when sex is the basis for the
discrimination, prohibits discrimination based on family status, and requires employers to provide reasonable
accommodations to pregnant employees to enable them to perform their jobs, such as appropriate seating,
lifting restrictions, restroom breaks, dispensation from hazardous duties, and time off to recover from childbirth.
The new laws take effect on January 19, 2016.
NEW YORK CITY
Fair Chance Act (“Ban the Box”)
New York City’s Fair Chance Act took effect in late 2015 and prohibits employers with four or more employees
from issuing any solicitation, advertisement, or publication that states, either directly or indirectly, any
employment limitations or requirements based on a person’s history of arrests or criminal convictions.
The new law also applies to the issuance of licenses, registrations, permits, and credit, thereby making it
discriminatory to deny or act adversely toward an individual applying for a license, registration, permit, or credit
due to a criminal history. An employer must wait until it has made a conditional offer of employment before
asking an applicant about the applicant’s criminal history or searching public records for criminal history
information about the applicant.
There are exemptions for public and private employers that are required by law to conduct criminal
background checks and for several New York City agencies. Although it is not mentioned by name in the statute,
NYSA Counsel is of the opinion that the Waterfront Commission of New York Harbor would be covered by this
exemption. In any event, it is NYSA Counsel’s view that the Waterfront Commission Compact is federal law that
would preempt the local city legislation.
INDUSTRY INITIATIVES
Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID)-Based Truck Identification
In July 2015, Sustainable Terminal Services, Inc. (STS), a non-profit company created by five NYSA marineterminal-operator (MTO) members, fully implemented its RFID-based truck identification system at the six
container terminals in the PONY/NJ. STS was created by the members of the PONY/NJ Sustainable Services
Agreement, which is an agreement of MTOs filed with and approved by the Federal Maritime Commission.
The purpose of this Agreement is to promote environmentally sensitive, efficient, and secure marine terminal
operations in the PONY/NJ.
The RFID-based truck identification system, which requires each truck seeking entry to one of the container
terminals in the PONY/NJ to be registered in the PortTruckPass drayage truck registry, links a specific RFID to a
particular truck. This system was created to close the last link in the chain of facility security. Previously,
individuals were identified through their TWICs, and containers and chassis through their unique identification
numbers. Now, trucks entering these facilities will be identified and linked through their Vehicle Identification
Numbers to an owner.
This system will allow terminal operators to identify the specific trucks that are accessing the terminals. The
captured information can be used to provide necessary alerts and
an early warning of suspicious activity. In addition, the information can be used as a forensic tool in criminal
investigations. An ancillary use of this system has enabled the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey to utilize
this system to enforce its Clean Truck Program as only trucks with compliant engines are issued RFID-tags.
Terminal Information Portal System (TIPS)
STS also implemented its Terminal Information Portal System (TIPS) in September 2015. TIPS is the first-of-itskind system in the United States that provides a central web portal to enable users to check container
availability and export-booking status. It also allows users to obtain information on the port’s six container
terminals and makes this information available for qualified users in real time over the Internet. Such
information includes a terminal’s extended hours, holiday schedules, and closures as well as information on
empty containers and vessel schedules. The TIPS functionality is free and is available to registered users, such
as ocean carriers, truckers, beneficial cargo owners, and other service providers through a secure login at the
PortTruckPass website.
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2015 NYSA INSURANCE AND INDEMNITY PROGRAM
New York Shipping Assurance Association, Inc. (NYSAA)
In 2006, NYSA created a comprehensive insurance program to protect NYSA, its directors, officers, employees,
and representatives as well as NYSA members. The coverage for NYSA members is provided through a
Vermont captive insurance company, New York Shipping Assurance Association, Inc., a wholly-owned
subsidiary of NYSA based in Burlington, Vermont, and includes legal representation and defense costs to
enjoin strikes or work stoppages, to defend arbitrations, court actions, adjudicatory proceedings, and thirdparty claims, and to prosecute court actions and arbitrations in connection with the implementation of the
NYSA-ILA and NYSA-PPGU Collective Bargaining Agreements. This coverage is referred to as “Financial
Injury Coverage.” Premiums are paid from the assessments paid by NYSA members. For the fiscal year ended
September 30, 2015, less than 1% of total assessments were used to fund NYSAA Policy No. NY 001.
During the 2014-2015 Policy Year NYSA filed no new insurance claims with NYSAA on behalf of its members.
No prior insurance claims were withdrawn during the 2014-2015 Policy Year.
New York Shipping Association Self-Insurance Trust
Liability insurance coverage for NYSA, its directors, officers, employees, and representatives is provided
through commercial insurance policies with excess coverage provided by the NYSA Self-Insurance Trust. The
Trust also provides Financial Injury Coverage to NYSA for its legal costs that arise from the implementation
of the NYSA-ILA and NYSA-PPGU Collective Bargaining Agreements.
NYSA filed one claim with the Trust during the 2014-2015 Contract Year for reimbursement of its legal costs.
The claim involved a civil action in the New Jersey federal district court to confirm and to enforce a June
2014 arbitration award against an NYSA member. The matter was resolved in June 2015 and the complaint
and the motion to enforce the arbitration award against the NYSA member were dismissed with prejudice.
The Trust reimbursed NYSA for its legal costs.
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Seated L-R: Jennifer Berndt, Stephen Ahearn, Nick Brucato, Elaine Lew, Kathy Schiereck, Myrna Ferrer
Standing L-R: Jane Liao, Robert Hanley, Uma Carupian, Neil Pratesi, Izabela Dudzak, Lesley Krause, Anna Fassari
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Mission Statement
People, Priorities and Progress

The New York Shipping Association mission is
to represent the interests of its members in
maximizing the efficiency, cost-competitiveness,
safety and quality of marine cargo operations
in the Port of New York and New Jersey.
NYSA will accomplish this mission:
Through negotiation of fair collective
bargaining agreements with the International
Longshoremen’s Association and the Port
Police and Guards Union;
Through effective implementation of those
collective bargaining agreements; and
judicious management of the various funds
created thereunder;
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Through strong advocacy of our members
interests in the public, government and
business communities;
Through close collaboration with other
maritime and maritime-related organizations
who share common interests;
Through partnering with public agencies
tasked with the improvement of the region’s
transportation system; and
Through frequent communications with
members to insure that their interests are
well served.
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